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LimitTheory ofOE-Consistency (Theory andExamples
Remember that In denotes the sample, and we have at
our disposal a (possibly serif parametric model for 00,
and on measurable criterion in: 1R**xO-IR so that

*

(*) Onearguin (n (O)
OC

[Remarn:a generalization of(A) can accommodate the case

that the optimization is approximate, or arguin (n (8)=
Ot

IfU isa random variable with IP(uns,0=1, then
an approximate minimizer can be defined by:

(**) Cn(On) < inf(n (8) +un
OCO

(A) is suitable for analysis ofestimators defined by
numerical optimization] [See also endnote 2 in the

previous setofnotes]

Question:Can we obtain mild conditions under which on

defined by (A) or (**) is weakly consistent?

In what follows (* denotes a function o-IR that does

not depend on zn.
- In what follows every convergence occurs as ittoo.

Definition. We say that inconverges in alocally uniformly in
⑦, and in probability ifffoe, fOn-0, f2>O,

line IP(l(n(On) - (*(0)(2) =0. (lu).
1->t00 in the previous version there

was on instead ofO-typo!



Definition. We say that In converges to pointwisely in O,
and in probability iff Not, fast

him 1P(l(n(0).(*(07)>5) =0(p).
n++oo

Remon. Notice that(u)=x(p) (simply consider
only the constant sequences), but (p)= ((n).

The following resultgives a sufficient condition (12),
such that (C)+(p) =1((u).

hemmas.Suppose that(i) In converges to pointwisely in O and
in probability, and()*0,0*-0, lcu(A) -(uCoPlsIn 118-8MN,

-M>0: hin PCAn>M)=0. then in converges to alocally uniformly
() n++00

in 8and in probability.
Prood. Get OtD OGOn-0, 250. Notice that

(a) ICuCOn) - (FCA)-ln(On) - (ulAIt In (8) - (F(B)
due to the triangle inequality (1+0 <151+181).
Then, due to (ii)

I(n(On) - (n (a)) =AnllOn-All (8)

Hence (C),() =D

&ICUCOG)-xCOIKUlOnNICUCO-ACOENTE
#An)IM ofthe previous version. Eg. () holds when an

converges in probability



Due to 10 we have that:

IP( ICn(On) - (*(o>/>s]

IP(kn(/8n-811 +1(n(8) -(*(8) (a)

is obtained from the elementary fact that[
ACB =1IP(A) = P(B) - why? I

(2) IP (knll8n-0l >9/z) +1P(kn(0)- (*(O)/>5))
<1P(x)9/2)
m12) follows from that IP(a+8 <2)=1P(<te>5,as9k)

+P(x+b25,215)
new

↓
=(P(8>2-4, -4X

-z) p(8>9/2, -64-5(2)

-IP(8>Y)]
(3)
I I(MIlOur80lK3/) +1P(1<n(8) - (*(O)K(/)
(3)
is obtained from () and again the↓[
Clementary AlB=5 IP(A) [1P(B) I

= IP(18n-811 >E) +1P(1(u(8) -(*(0)(5%):
=Muntdlzn

They Man-0 since On-8, and Mz-0 due to (p).
n(explain!)



hence him IP ( knead - a-cost >E) =0 and the result
N-3-100

follows since -0,0in , e are arbitrary . ☐

Demarr. Hence ④ follows from (p) complemented by
some sort of strong ffointw.r.tn) continuity property of
G.

☐

Rewarm
.
It can be proven that Clu) respects optimization,

i.e. it che) holds then

He>0 live IPC listen0-3 -info I >E)=0CI)
Ms-100

⑦c--0 D-c-⊖

as long as i¥c⇔ is well defined . ☒

Demarr
.

It can be also proven that if -0 is compact,
i.e. closed and bounded, and④ holds

,
then for any

0h C-⊖ that May depend on Er,

⑦ He>o live IP ( Kcon) - Econ]/>e) =0 .
n→-100

Then Clu) to a limit that guarantees asymptotic
identification when the parameter space is compact implies
wear consistency:

Theorem. Suppose that there exists some c* :-O→ IR such that
a. Cn converges to c* locally uniformly in -0 and inprobability
,
and

,
b. As>O

,
int CMO) > (*(0-0)

,
and, c. ⊖

110--0011>8
is compact . Then On is Nearly consistent.



proof. Get 250 and consider the event 110n-8115. This and
Isee the b. imply thatJaso:(*(On)- (*100)>a hence
not
below] IP (118n-80lk6) </P((X(on) - (*(80) >2) =

IP(1(*(0n) - (*(00) ( <s) =1P( IC*(On) ICu(On) - (*(80) k> 5)

why?IP(ICF(On)
- (n(On)k [/z) +1P(I(*(00) - (n(On)k</)

=p(1 *(On) -(u(Onll ></) tlp (linl(*(0)-infCuCO
iQtn+Gen,

We have thou an -0 due to (I) and Q-0

due to (1). The result follows since a is arbitrary-
#

Renarn,
1. The peculiar identification condition not only implies
fo =argmin (*(8). Butalso excludes pathological cases where

8tQ

to despite being the unique minimiser is not distinguishable,
from the other 0, e.g. #......-·!

8. ⑦
Itholds whenever O is compact, CA is continuous and

(*)
to is the unique Minimizer, or when is convexand

and closed



In is astrictly convexfunction. Try to show these!
2. The compactness of is not required when there is more structu

re. E.g. when aclosed and convex and chic convex

then the result holds without compactness at the costofaslightly
More involved proof.[actually insuch cases pointwise convergence coves]
3. (u] can be further weakened to other forms of
functional convergence tocilored for the approximation
of optialization problems - e.g. epi-convergence (completely
out ofthe scope of the course)

A. As mentioned in the previous notes this limit theory does not

depend on an explicitexpression for on as a function of En-
this is most usually unavailable, but on properties of the
optimization procedure.

Question. How are the above specialized in our examples?

Example: Consider the Linear model Xn=XnAtsn,
TEEU/6(Xn) =Onxx, Var(Xu/0(Xn)) =Inn,
rant Xn=p (at least with probability 1).

- When O=1RP, we have thatthe ONSE

has a known analytical form,
On =(Xulxn)-Xu'in Ensing Xn=XnBotin]

= (Xrixu)"Xu' (Xu00 +2n)



= Anxu(nix) 00 +(n'xn]xu'sm
Ipxp

convenient for analysis,
=80 +(n(xi)"Xn'en [ notfor evaluation]

Of the OLSE

(A) =80+(xn) "Men convenientforestoplishingser
Consider the high levelconditions
↳
his not very detailed on
the probabilistic properties
on the random elements involved

i. Xten Is Bpxt
[Notice thatX=izex ( andn:

↓ E xip Si

due to that I(/6(X) =0, TE(Xi8Si) =0, fizz.n
fz=f,...sp

Thus i, would follow by any validhow ofLarge Numbers
- Can you provide with an example?]



ii. There exists adeterministic gxp Moctrix, Mxx, such that

[Similarly Xxxn narncdlei)(=1...p
J=f,...,P

hence ifE(XigXig) exists for all softinP
and itis independentofthe indexi, then it would

follow as long as ahow of large numbers were
valid -this is not necessary though. Can you provide
with an example?]
iii. Mxxxis invertible (E) ronw Mxx =p)

[This isstronger than rankXu=p [=B rant Xuxn =0]
(why?). Itis some sort of a condition ofasymptotic
identification (see below). Since IXnx is actually
a bran Matrix, itwould follow-given itas long
as the collumns ofX remain asymptotically
lineocrly independent]
I actually in what follows Mxx need not be determini-
stic as long as IP(rankAxx=p) =7.]

Notice that ii,iii, and the continuous Mapping
Theorem (CMT) imply that

(xXn)
-
+ExMxx(x*)



and then 1**), i, CNT =D

(xyxn)
-

Xisn >Nx18px
=8pxt
(**AT

And then (***), CMT =1

On 1>80 +0px=00

Hence i, ii, iii,are sufficientfor wear consistency,
when O= 15P.

Does this also hold when EGIRP?
(Remember thatwe globally assume correctspecification
hence always fo (0).
When O fIRPthen we may not have an analytical
form of the estimator to work with; we could try
to rely to worn with results like the previous
theorem:

1. We have to identify it. Remember that

(u(8) =G (YiXu0) (In-Xn0) ①
=...

=(00'xXn(8-80) - hXn'gn(8-80+1T

Given i, ii we may be tempted to assume that

(*(F) =(8-80) Nx'x(8-80) +1.



2. Due to the CMT, we certainly have pointwise
convergence in probabilityfor arbitrary .

Notice thatFOCG, Ku(0) - (*(0)

=10.00( xnxn -Mxx) (On-00) - 2 su(E-80)
</0880) (Xn-Mx(x) (On-881 + 2/X(0-80))
=
AntBn. iitCMT =D An-O, iCNT=1 BnEO.
Hence fOCE, (ult) Is((B).

30 When Iis compact, we can show that f8,0*O

1Cu(8) - (n(0*) 1 =18G'XxXn (8 =80) - 18700)xxu (0480)
-2 Xnsn (8-8*)/ = 10 -04"xxu (8-80))
&

+ 106-04' XXu (0*80)1 + 2 ( xn(0-0*) |

=
A +Az +As

Due tothe compactness of0, we can show that

there exists some (>0: (employing some inequali-
ties involving noras) Ar = C1**U11 110-0*11

↓/
thisis aMotrix form

called Frobenius form; submultiplicative



and fr < (H xxul 110*811

and As <2 1 xfull 110*-811.

fence we obtain the existence ofa60 such that

ICh18) - (n(0*)) <2 (lXnxull+lXul)118-8*11, faEXCO
Furthermore i,i, CNT =1 2 (11 x ull +nsu)

In 2CNX'xII.

Thereby, when t is compact, in satisfies (A)
with on =2(11X*1 +11 Xun()).
Hence, when t is compact, X,C and the
above established Lemma imply that:

In converges to (0-80)'dlx'x(0-00 +1
locally uniformly and in probability.
Hence we have established conditions & and c of
our Theorem. What aboutcondition by

1. Notice that(.0'Mxx(0-80) is continuous
in o, as aquadratic function.Due to iii,
when O=RP, aramin (0.00,Mxx(0

-80 =0n



When OKRP but fotothen the previous implies
that argain (0.80)' Mxx (0-00) =00.

8-0

Hence when Ois compact and holds, due to
(A), b holds.Thereby we have established:

Gemma IOLS-compactness] Under iii, ii) and if

⑦is compat then the OLSE is wearily consistent.

What about other cases?

Again by aprevious remain (see Remorw

above), due to A, and 1 we can prove that

Gemma [OLs-Convexity] Under i,iii and if
⑦ is closed and convexthen the OLSEiswearly
consistent.

What about the remaining cases where is

such that on cauguin G (0)? [and thus it is not
such, so that the generalized definition is needed]
When O is closed the OLS-compactness Lemmon

along with ageometric argumentcan establish
consistency:



herBook) for some small enough 30, be the closed
ball centered out to with radiuse, and consider
0=0NBO(E). O* can be shown compact. Consider the
oracle OLS of Eargmin G(8). Onis wearly consistent

infeasible ⑦

but useful by
the leatnos. If On lies in 10 then on*On.
80

for the NO), ** IfOn***then since a is strictly convexderivation On't lies on theboundary ofout a
ofproperties Minimal distance from An. BUTOn** Du

② hence with probability converging
to Ont-on and wear consistency
holds.

Whenever &is such that onEargain (a, i,ii, iisuffice for wear consistency.
Note: We return for awhile to the asymptotic identification

(in relationcondition that appears in the theorem ofconsistency.
to the Remember thatit says, that for any 800 theproofof
the Theory restricted optimization of*outside the closed ball

ofconsi-centered at to with radius f, must not result into the
Istency approximation ofmin (*(O) Cylobal optimization)

Ot

This directly implies that

aDo is the unique alinializer ofc*, since ifO100
was also a Minmizer, then

inf(*(B) = inf(*(8)
PtO 8:110-00l1>S

for any 8<118-flowould
lie in there



D. Since for any 5x0(*100) =inf(*(O)<infcx
then there exists 300:

(*(80) < inf(*(8) -E (A*)
8:/18-8011>8

[simply chooses as anything less than info (*(0)
- (*(80)]⑦:/8-801/S

2. Then (**) implies that for any 60, 7230 such

thosefor any 8:118-801K8

(*(80) < (*(0) -3 (FP
(*18) -(*(80)>0

(*(8) - (*(80) ) 2 =1

1(*(8) -(*(80)) >E (***)

↓. Thus in the proofofour theorem, and since we were occupied
with the event llon-80lKS, (**) implies the existence
of 250 independentofon such that

ll8n-Fol1>8 =D lC*(On)-(*(00I>E

and thus due to the MonotonicityofIP

IP(110n-0015) <IP (1(*(On) - (*(00)K9) as claimed

in the proof. W



whatabout our further examples?
Example [linear Model - In case]
Remember that now In =Nooton but for On

the doctrix ofinstruments I (Nh'sn) =0ax1
and rounbXn=p, rantin =a, n>Max(G,9), 0>P.
Remember that for a strictly positive definite qxq Matrix V,

Cul0jV). = (hOn'ClaXno))'V(t wn'Cin-xna))
-he (In-XuO)'OnVUn'Cln-XuO) (a)

- he ( XuC00-0)+Sn)'WnVNr(Xu(80-8) +en)

= (0-0) 'XnCnUWn'Xn'(Oo-0)
⑰ -

+ 2 Co-A'Xn'WnVWnEn S (b)
-

t In'wnvwhenT

analogously to the case ofthe OLSE, () is
observable, and (b) latent, yet useful for properties
derivation.

Given O, the NEis defined by Ondargain(u(8,v)
oCQ

and when O=1R3, given on is twice differentiable
we have that the optimization problem is analytically
solvable using for?



100:COV) =0ixxD
&O

18X=Ax +(xA)'=(+1)x
and when A is symmetric this reduces to LA-in our case

A =wonton, A' =(wnNwn'Don''v' wn'ebmwhvon'
=
A

, X =(n-Xno), and OX =DmAnA1-Xn
thereby

Ox-(A,v)= F08x=-2zmWnVOn(XnX0)]

-E Xn'WnVWn'(In-XnO) = 8px=1

E(n'Wn)vCwn'XulO =Ena (n'On) v Cn'XnED

On = (noon)v (Nixul)eon) voon'in
Isince the aforementioned rant and dimension
conditions imply thatQu'von)vCwnixu) is
invertible - why?]



This must be the unique Minimizer since NnVion

has rankq, and thereby itis strictly positive

definite [why?Use the cholesay decomposition ofv]

Then On=(Qiwn) vConixn)"Qnown)vonin
->(oxu'oon)Ucwnixu)) "Quiron)vwn'(Xu00 +5n)
- (An'wn)vonx2)

"

Ancon]vonxx) 80 +
x

Iaxp ↳Awn) vConixn)Anion)voon' in

- 10x80 +n'ron)v(waixn)"(xiwn7von'sm

=80 +(oxn'on) vcon'xn)"An'wn)voon's (C)
=00 +((xwn) v Cwxn)"(x2)Vion (c)
(C) directly shows thaton need notbe unbiased,
e.g. we do notnecessarily have that

#(n/s(Xn,Wn)) =0nxx,

(c)) is convenient for the derivation of

Asymptotic properties;



Remark. Notice, in anology to the Ors case, that Xion,
and when are array ofempirical averages.
T

We employ the following high level conditions;
(a, win I,0
ie! xionI Ax which is a deterministic

PX9 Moctrix
~99/
UCL ranw Axw =9

I We can also assume that V is stochatic and sample
dependent - this could be justifiable in the case where
I was needed to be optimally chosen. We would in
this case require a condition ofthe form:

iv1. vE V* deterministic
v."VannV*=q

We will no pursue this for simplicity-Try itas an
exercises

Remorn , it could have lower level analogues that
involve laws oflarge numbers, e.g. in the id
framework.Additionally, itcould be facilitated
by conditions thatensure asymptotic algebraic

independence for the collars ofX and Dr.



Under is, itand iii) and due to the CMT:

(xuwn) vuxn) EMxVMu'x
since ranc Mx'w =p and rant V =a =1 rant Axivalux

=p (MT(XwvConLn))"In MxwVdwX"
Analogously, (xuon) vaon IC MxrVBax=0pxt
Hence due to the CMT

80 +(un)vCNzxn)Ghon)vaten Is
80 +(Ax'wValXw)"MxV0qx+ =00 +8px

=00

Hence:
heMMac IfOIR"and i, ii, iiihold then the IVEis nearly consistent.

whataboutwhen of IR"? We can then use our general
results and perform an analogous analysis to the previous

example;
1.Identify (*. Using (D) and iii,jis' we have

that for any 800A(0-00) (yon) vCOXn) (8-80)
Is 20.Mxw V MX (0-80),

*2 (0-00)'y)vatan
ED2(8.00)'MXwV0qx=0 (



* Shun VNon -> Oxa VON=0

Hence (n(0,v) IP(*(GV) =

=(-80)MxwVNXI (0-80 NOE.

2.When Ois compact itcan be shown that

7 knsO:88,04CO

1(u(0,V) - (u(0*V)/ <kn 1/8 -8x11

for wn =CII non voxul+1Xnvi
for some large enough so that depends on the dial-
Meter of0. then An- @1 MxrvAxwll
hence it is bounded in probability, i.e.7C50:
him 1P( tn >() =0.
ne+00

3.7.2 imply thatwhen Ois compact in converges to (*

to c*locally uniforally and in probability.
1. (*(0,r), is continuous in 8as aquadratic. Since
MaoVAxio is of full vann, itis strictly positive
definite. Hence (*(0,V) is uniquely minimized at80.
Thereby when t is compactthe ascriptotic identifie
cation condition holds,due to the remove immediate-

by after the proofof the consistency theorem.



Hence due to 12.3,y'
Gemma when is compost, and , ii, it hold then the NE

wearly consistent.

5.When Ois closed convex, A, A and the second pointof
the renown immediately after the proof of
the consistency theorems imply that:

hemio. When Ois closed and convex, and i', ii, iii,hold
then the IVEis nearly consistent.

6. Finally and for ageneral tofor which

Ondouguin CCON) we can apply an analogous
FFO

geometric argument similar to the one in the
OUSE case to conclude that:

Lemmon Under i,, ii, iii, the IVEisnearly consistent.

Remarw [a glipse of misspecification] Suppose that
everything else holds, O is closed and convex

but 800. Then the previous imply that
60 On Es orgain (*(O). This is unique by iii,

8 ⑦and the properties of0.
⑦

Lipseudotraevalue converges in probabilityare



Using some convex analysis itis notdifficult to
show thatarguin (*(*,v) =aroMin 118-8011.

AQ

Hence the estimator will converge to apseudo true value
defined as the unique element of0thatis "closestto do.

E

Example. For the GARCH (1,1) case the derivations

are more complicated. Itcan be proven using the theorem

above that when Ois compact, and additionally to1

the conditions thatdefine the model, Gotbot, and
the distribution ofzo is supported on at least three
points, the Gaussian QMLEis wearly consistent.E
Appendix
* Thiscolouring designates endnotes; they are
indicated by numbers appearing in the plain text.

Endnotes

① Notice thatinco is notactually what
apyears there. Instead of the term I,
the correct term (see also its derivation in
the previous setof notes) is when/n, i.e.

(n(8) =(0-80)n(8-80) - 2(0.00)Xnan +25/p



However notice that the term Insula does

not depend on o (it depends on 80!), hence

it does notaffect the optimization of
in 00.0.2. 8. Thereby we can equivalently
(optimization-Noisen) consider this deformed,

④G(8) =(0-00)Xin (0.00) - 2(0.8)Nzn +1

Notice for example thatminimizing over
⑦=1RP(8 is also strictly convex-why?)
results into 0.80 =(n)x (derive it!]

which is the loctent version of the OLSE

(derive the equivalence ofoptializing %

with optimizing the correcton for general
0.

Notice also thole:

⑳ theterm Iin is irrelevant; it can
be replaced by an arbitrary XCIR,
for arandom variable?), as long as
Itis analogously transformed - explain!



b. Itessentially shows that the variance
specifications in the lineous model is irrele-
vot for consistency-why?

E

② There actually exists a differentderivation
of consistency for the OLSEthat goes through
the consistency - under i, i, ii, ofthe unrestricted
estimator (nin)Xin. Cook you find it?

③ Asufficientcondition under which on
does notdepend on V is that pop
Please show it.


